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About This Game

Ageod’s To End All Wars is a grand strategy game set during World War One. Players will take control over one of the major
powers that so desperately fought for control over Europe and to end all wars.

Of course the engine has been updated and altered to convincingly simulate Great War warfare. Continues lines of trenches can
be created by the player (and the AI) and special rules allow air units to fulfill missions even beyond enemy lines. Other features

brought by this title include the new diplomacy system and the new research system.

Together, these features, combined with the proven Ageod formula make To End All Wars one of the biggest and most detailed
Ageod titles yet!

Note: The manual is only available in English.
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Features

Setting: the game covers all of Europe, from the Western seaboard to the Volga, from 1914 to 1918. Middle-East is also
in, as well as most of the rest of the world (as off-map boxes regions)

 Game map is divided into more than 3,000 regions, with a variety of terrain, climates and development level.

Scenarios: 1 tutorial and 2 main scenarios of the whole war (historical start in August 1914 and open start with players
choosing their own warplans).

Historical leaders: Over 1600 historical leaders each rated on their abilities and over 900 different types of units from
infantry, to cavalry and artillery to aircrafts and battleships!

Production: Control your nations spending on the military, economics, research and diplomacy through a few simple-to-
understand assets and production centers.

Regional Decision Cards: The game has an innovative card system that lets you trigger events such as Spies, surprise
attacks, key trench warfare aspects, technological or tactical breakthrough and, if played wisely can affect the flow of a
campaign.

Detailed game model includes features such as Weather, Attrition, Supply, Front Lines and Fog of War

Historical Events are triggered throughout the game giving the player crucial decision points. These cover anything from
local uprising to foreign intervention.

Battlefield Tactics allow the player to make decisions that can turn the tide of battle.

Sieges and Naval warfare are all covered in detail in the game.

Technology over time the technologies available will be upgraded using both the event and cards system.

Chain of Command allows units to be organized in to brigades, division, corps and armies and leaders put in command
of them.
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This shouldn't even be on Steam - it is an absolute disgrace.

Bad graphics, bad animation, bad sound, bad AI, inept design, and completely 100% un-fun.. Been playing this on my TV via
Steam Link and getting nostalgic AF! The graphics have aged surprisingly well, and look great in HD with some MSAA. It's
been a great trip down memory lane! :). This is Magnificent! The best P51D Mustang campaign ever! You've got to escort 60+
bombers. The views are simply amazing especially when seeing them drop their payloads! However there are a few small bugs
such as non functioning fuel tanks but none of the bugs stops you from completing the missions. Note that these campaigns are
very demanding on computer's resources. Core i7 9700K, GTX 1080Ti, SSD and 32 GB of RAM on high resolution setting are
sufficient in almost all situations except when the bombers drop their payloads, the framerate drops so much even with the specs
above. Hopefully ED can fix the bugs soon and improve the performance.. I would have had more fun if i put the money up
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This game was okay in the moment, but then had too many random terms. I have been in hetero
relationships the entire time and all of a sudden I am dating the same sex randomly at the opening of a chapter. Wtf?? I thought
this was *my* character. I stopped playing after that. Nothing against same-sex relationships, but I perceived this as more of a
giant programming glitch or bad writing.. A great game from the creator of Diablo.
Tons of classes to choose from with play styles for everyone.
I really have enjoyed playing this game and seeing the amazing game it is now.
. Frustrating 3D platformer. It's hard to focus and immerse in a trippy landscape, when balancing on these stupid platforms. I get
the appeal to discover and to wander in a beautiful world, like in many other walking simulator games, but it doesn't work when
focusing to make the next jump. Not recommended.
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Why this game be the way that it is?. I love tfs. Imma be honest, I haven't hd a chance to truly play the game with friends. I've
just messed around on my own. It seems awesome, but Im just upvoting it because tfs is great and I want to support them.. I
liked it,...it's not a fast game,...but..if you like to try out think the enemy...it's fun..and keep in mind the era of play.. Great
game. Original idea, fun to play, amazing soundtrack!!!! Highly recommended.. The game has stopped working in wins 10. i
like it. its fun. hard when it needs to be. Since this games release there apears to be no updates, this was almost five months ago.
There is nothing from the devs. This game has promise and potetntial, but seems to have been abandoned. I had a decent time
playing, it played well, there seemed to be a lack of ways to fight, punching and kicking, and there seemed to be two types of
each, however which you used seemed random. All and all I would recomend this if you have extra money to blow and want a
quick game to complete. It was enjoyable for the 0.9 hours I was able to play it. Would definetly like to see more implemented..
Very simple, very stupid but still... quite all right. For an hour or two. Recommended, if you have nothing better to do and if you
like stupid, little games ;)
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